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Be sensual and sexy

at any �me of day and night.
A variety of colours and products 

accompanied by innova�on is our DNA.

Lovely cosme�cs give you access to 

extremely interes�ng products that inspire 

with their im
peccable sense of style, power 

of colour, crea�vely designed packagings 

and provoca�ve sense of humour.

Full of sensual colour tones, sweet scent 

and innova�ve design, they reflect the joy 

of crea�on of natural beauty hidden in 

trendse�ng packagings.

We never test our products on animals.

It is contrary to our nature and philosophy 

of beauty crea�on. Product formulas of high 

quality, refined in every detail in our 

Laboratory / Innova�on Department

provide safety and a fantas�c feeling

when used.

With Lovely cosme�cs you will always 

create a unique look.

Discover yourself with Lovely.

and demanding
is created by passionate

teenage girls.

Lovely brand

About the brand



Prizes and awards



Display A

Display B

Dimensions:
Display A:
- height: 140 cm
- width: 99,5 cm
- deep: 44,5 cm
Display B:
- height: 168 cm
- width: 99,5 cm
- deep: 44,5 cm
Display C:
- height: 150 cm
- width: 58 cm
- deep: 43,3 cm

Display C



WEST SIDE  VIBES



EAN: 5905309906044

Washable ta�oos intended for eye makeup decora�on. Product 
contains 12 pairs of washable ta�oos. How to use:
1. Cut out the pa�ern you are interested in and gently peel off the 
protec�ve film.

FLY BABY FLY eyelid tattoos

3. Gently remove the paper and the ta�oo will remain on the skin.

2. Apply to the outer corner of the eye and slightly moisten the 
paper. Press gently for about 15 seconds.

2. Select a s�cker from the sheet, cut chosen pa�ern 
into a square, and then place the cut piece in a flat 
dish filled with water.

Decora�ve nail s�ckers. Product contains 48 pieces 
of disposable s�ckers. How to use:

EAN:  5905309905795

1. Cover the nail plate with nail polish and wait for it 
to dry completely.

3. Wait for about 15 seconds, then use your finger or 
tweezers to gently slide the s�cker off the paper and 
transfer it to the nail plate.
4. Gently dry the s�cker from the water by gently 
applying a �ssue, then covering the whole nail plate 
with transparent top coat. 

GIRLS NEED TO STICK TOGETHER nail stickers



BUBBLE TEA lip oil

Lip oil with silver and holographic 
par�cles in a package imita�ng a 
cup with a straw.

EAN:  5905309905825

JUNE BLOOM liquid blusher

Blusher with a liquid formula and gently illumina�ng 
finish. It blends perfectly into the skin, giving the 
effect of healthy glow. Available in two shades of pink.

EAN:  1.  5905309907157  2.  5905309907164

Lip gloss in a semi-transparent 
formula with a wet look effect 
available in three shades.

EAN: 1 2:  : 5905309907119 5905309907126
3: 5905309907133

WEST COAST VIBE h2o lipgloss

Colorful eyeliners, available in four pastel shades.

EAN: 1: 5905309905726 2: 5905309905733 3: 5905309905740 4: 5905309905757

OCEAN WAVES color eyeliner

FLUFF REALNESS transparent brow gel

EAN:  5905309907140

Fixing, transparent eyebrow styling gel. The precise 
applicator will cover thoroughly and separates every 
unruly hair feathery eyebrow effect.
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2

1

3
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Available in shades of pink and gold. Depending on the 
purpose, before applying directly to the skin, to enhance 
durability, use make-up bases or eye shadows.

EAN: 1: 5905309906020 2: 5905309906037

MALIBU SHINE 2 in 1 topper

Finishing eye and face makeup topper with large gli�er.

CITY OF ANGELS ge�y topper

with par�cles, available in shades of pink and gold. 
Depending on the intended use, before applying directly 
to the skin, use a make-up or eye shadow base to enhance 
durability.

Gel, mul�func�onal eye makeup topper with iridescence

EAN:  1:  5905309905764  2:  5905309905771

PALM SPRINGS GLOW highlighter & topper

Mul�func�onal highlighter and topper for face and 
body with the bouncy formula. Cover skin with 
intensely shimmering par�cles.

EAN:  5905309905788

1 2



A series of nail polishes in three smooth, summer 
colors accompanied by two top coats containing 
star-shaped par�cles.

KIND nail polish

EAN:  1: 5905309907546 2: 590509907553 3: 5905309907560 
4: 5905309907577 5: 5905309907584

Nail polish in five summer, neon shades with a touch 
of white.

4: 5905309907201 5: 5905309907218

SUMMER TREND nail polish

EAN 1: 5905309907171  2: 5905309907188 3: 5905309907195 



Cozy Feeling
LIMITED COLLECTION



EAN:  5905309901940

Brown brush eyeliner with a metallic finish. High 
pigmenta�on of the product allows you to enjoy the 
precisely done eyelid make-up right a�er the first dip 
of the brush in the container. Deep brown colour and 
its metallic finish bring out the depth of the look and 
highlight the lash line as well as the eye contour. 

Chai Latte

Hot Chocolate
Aroma�c, chocolate body and face bronzer with the 
extract from cocoa seeds that gives a ma�e effect. It 
blends with the skin perfectly. Provides the effect of a 
natural tan. Nourishes and masks small imperfec�ons. 
The highly micronised pigments guarantee convenient 
and even applica�on. Universal colours perfectly 
match every skin tone and its special formula makes it 
easy to apply.

EAN:  5905309901995

White brush eyeliner with a metallic finish. High 
pigmenta�on of the product allows you to enjoy the 
precisely done eyelid make-up right a�er the first dip 
of the brush in the container. Intense white colour and 
its metallic finish give your look a luminous touch and 
highlight the lash line and the eye contour.

EAN:  5905309901957

Warm Milk



Founda�on and concealer 2-in-1 with vanilla extract. Perfectly 
blends into skin, providing the feeling of hydra�on. Perfect 
full-coverage product without the mask effect. Easily covers 
blemishes and evens the skin tone. Apply it to the en�re face 
to achieve the flawless complexion effect; apply it pointwise 
to achieve the effect of concealer masking small 
imperfec�ons. Available in 4 shades.

EAN: 1: 5905309902657 2: 5905309902664 3: 5905309902671
4: 5905309902688  

2 in 1 Whipped Cream

Pump Up Chocolate
Iconic lash curling and li�ing mascara with temp�ng chocolate scent. A creamy 
formula of the mascara and its precise brush that reaches each single lash are the 
key to the perfectly mascaraed lashes. The moment we add a pleasantly chocolate 
scent, applying mascara becomes pure joy! Product tested ophthalmologically.

EAN: 5905309901988



NO 
MORE!

Creamy facial founda�on with high coverage. It 
perfectly hides discolora�ons, redness and small 
skin imperfec�ons. It guarantees a natural finish, 
leaving the skin smooth and ma�e for many hours. 
Its greatest asset is its very light formula that 
blends with the skin. It doesn’t plug the pores and 
doesn’t create the effect of mask. The founda�on 
is available in four colour versions. 

EAN 
porcelain: 5901801644088
nude: 5901801644095
ivory: 5901801644101
beige: 5901801650010

Camouflage Foundation

The illumina�ng face concealer. It 
phenomenally illuminates the face, 
reducing the signs of fa�gue. 
Vitamins A, B3 and E contained in 
it nourish and moisturize the skin, 
and addi�onally slow down the 
ageing processes.  Thanks to 
c affe i n e ,  t h e  s k i n  b e co m e s 
energized and full of life. 

EAN 5901801658481.

Magic Pen
ILLUMINATING CONCEALER

Under-eye concealers in lip gloss are of 
high-coverage and strongly pigmented, 
and their chief asset is that they do not 
enter into skin folds, restoring a youthful 
sparkle to the eye. Available in shades of 
yellow. Linked to Liquid Camouflage 
collec�on by high-coverage concealers 
with the easy to blend formula.

1: 5901801645771 2: 5901801645788 
3: 5901801671725  4:  5901801671732

EAN 

1

2

3

4

SKIN 14
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Liquid Camouflage

EAN 

1: 5901801630920 2: 5901801630937

3: 5901801630944 4: 5901801639725

5: 5901801670445 6: 5901801670452

Intensively covering concealer w
ith an easy to blend formula. A long-las�ng 

formula that sets on your face. It c
overs any skin changes, discoloura�ons and 

shades under the eyes. Perfect for face contouring. Available in 6 shades.

1

3
6

SKIN 15



2

Magic Pen
CONCEALER 1,2

Masking face concealer with applicator in the form of a brush. Effec�vely eliminates any 
imperfec�ons and perfectly retouches the shadows under the eyes. Very easy to spread on the 
skin, does not create lumps, for this is invisible under a primer. Available in two colors.

EAN

1: 5907439136995   2: 5907439137008

Magic Pen
ANTIREDNESS

EAN 5900950930974

Green concealer for blemishes and extended skin and broken capillaries. Recommended for 
skin with dilated capillaries. Perfectly makes redness and so-called spider veins. Contains 
deriva�ves of vitamin C, vitamin E, and aloe-leaf extract thanks to which it protects the skin 
from free radicals, makes the skin smooth, firm, and moisturized.

Magic Pen
BRILLANCE

Illumina�ng concealer for use under the eyes, perfect for concealing any signs of fa�gue and 
bruises under the eyes. Contains vitamin E (youth vitamin) and panthenol with an�-
inflammatory, hydra�ng, and irrita�on-allevia�ng proper�es. Easily spreads on the skin.

EAN 5900950930981

SKIN 16

1



Fresh & juicy 

CAMOUFLAGE

Illumina�ng face founda�on with fresh cucumber extract, medium coverage, and 
buildability. Contains hyaluronic acid and vitamin E. It leaves the skin naturally 
radiant without a mask effect, while providing long-las�ng results.

EAN 01 NUDE: 5901801697244 02 PORCELAIN: 5901801697251 03 BEIGE: 5901801697268 
04 IVORY: 5901801697275

Fresh & juicy
HIGHLIGHTING FOUNDATION

01 NUDE

02 PORCELAIN

03 BEIGE

04 IVORY

SKIN 17

Illumina�ng face concealer with fresh cucumber extract, medium 
coverage, and the poten�al for buildability. Contains hyaluronic 
acid and vitamin E.

EAN 1: 5901801697305 2: 5901801697312 

3: 5901801697329 4: 5901801697336

Fresh & juicy
CONCEALER

1

2

3

4

EAN 1: 5907439135882  2: 5907439135899  3: 5907439135943

A high coverage face camouflage that neutralises skin 
pigmenta�on changes. It contains vitamin E and a 
fresh cucumber extract, it is available in three shades 
depending on the intended use. The white colour is 
intended for to the skin that needs brightening, the 
green colour is intended to mask unwanted redness, 
while the yellow colour is to be used to camouflage 
dark circles and purple veins. Apply in dots to cover 
unwanted skin lesions.



1

2

2

SKIN 18

3

4

1

Facial concealer with an innova�ve mousse 
formula that beau�fies and evens out the skin 
tone. Available in four shades of beige.

3: 5905309908581 4. 5905309908598

EAN 1:5905309908567 2: 5905309908574 

Mousse Concealer 
CONCEALER

Chocolate, ma�e bronzing powder with cocoa seed extract.
Provides a natural tan effect. It nourishes the facial skin and 
conceals minor imperfec�ons. Very finely micronized 
pigments guarantee comfortable and even applica�on. The 
formula contains NANOCACAO® with a deeply relaxing 
effect, which, combined with a pleasant chocolate scent, 
makes using this powder a pure pleasure. Available in three 
shades of brown.

EAN 1:  5905309907249  2:  5905309907256  3 :  5905309907263

Chocolate bar Face 
& Body Bronzer 
BRONZER

Smoothing, transparent face powder. Op�cally smoothes the skin 
structure, giving a Blur effect. Thanks to the baked formula, the 
product does not fall off and guarantees durability for a long �me.

EAN : 5905309907386

Face Tune 
Smoothing Baked Powder 
POWDER

NEW

NEW

1

3

NEW



SKIN 19

2

EAN  1: 5905309907393 2: 5905309907409 3: 5905309907416 4: 5905309907423

Powder founda�on with the possibility of building the intensity of 
coverage. It ma�fies the skin without feeling dry, smoothes it and 
does not burden the skin. To obtain the ma�e skin effect provided by 
classic powder, apply with a powder brush, and to obtain the ma�e 
founda�on effect, apply with the sponge included in the package.

Authentic Fit 2 in 1 
Powder & Foundation 

NEW

1 2 3 4

Illumina�ng and transparent face powder. 
Gives the skin a healthy, radiant glow. Thanks 
to the baked formula, the product does not fall 
off and guarantees durability for a long �me.

EAN : 5905309907270

Luminous Cutie 
Baked Powder  NEW



3

Golden Glow 1
POWDER 

Golden Glow 2,3
POWDER 

2

1

Golden Glow
POWDER

21

3

4

EAN 5901801630852

Correc�ve face powder.  Elegantly 
neutralizes redness and broken capillaries. 
Evens out and smoothes. Perfectly 
micronized pigments make it melts 
smoothly into the skin.

Face contouring powder. Cool, ma�e 
shade as well as EASY TO BLEND formula 
provide for a natural contouring effect. 
Superbly micronized pigments make the 
powder melts smoothly into the skin.

EAN
2: 5901801630869 3: 5901801630876

SKIN 20

1:  5907439137060  2:  5907439137077  

EAN

Light, fine powder, easily spread on the 
skin, giving it a velvety glow. Comes in 
four varie�es: highlightening powder with 
specks, highlightening bronzer and two 
color versions of ma�ng powder.

3:  5907439132829  4:  5907439133383



3
1

Long - las�ng formula provides the perfect makeup effect 
for the whole day. Pale�e of three shades powders, for 
modeling facial contours:

Shine - highlights the skin giving it radiance.

Sun - accentuates facial features, highlights tan;
Ma�e - mats and smoothes out skin imperfec�ons;

EAN 
1: 5901801600138  3: 5901801630531

Sculpting Powder

SKIN 21

ma�e

Sunny, bronzing face and body powder in three colour 
versions with different finishes: sa�n, with golden sparkles 
and ma�e. They’re perfect for modelling facial features 
and tanning, while not leaving any smudges. Delicate, 
powdery consistency doesn’t clog the pores and allows 
your skin to breathe freely. It hides any signs of fa�gue and 
allows you to enjoy healthy, radiant skin.

with fleck of gold: 5907439139552

sunny powder with sa�n finish: 5905309902596

EAN

ma�e: 5907439139583

Sunny Powder



SKIN 22

Face and body bronzer. Thanks to its creamy formula, the product becomes very 
easy in applica�on and also makes the skin more juicy. Moderate pigmenta�on 
allows building intensity of the desired effect of the sun-kissed skin without 
problems. It highlights natural contours of the face, giving the effect of the 
healthy, tanned skin at the same �me. Available in four shades of brown.

EAN:  1:  5905309903609 2:  5905309903616  3: 5905309903623  4: 5905309903630

Creamy Pudding Bronzer

1 2 3 4



EAN  5901801633075

Face and body chocolate, ma� bronzing powder with 
cocoa seed extract. Gives the effect of natural-looking 
tan. Nourishes the face and masks imperfec�ons. Very 
finely micronized pigments provide for a comfortable and 
even applica�on. The formula contains  NANOCACAO
with a deeply relaxing effect, which, combined with 
pleasant chocolate fragrance, means using this powder 
becomes pure pleasure.

Toffee Chocolate
BRONZING POWDER

EAN  5901801633075

Face and body chocolate, ma� bronzing powder with 
cocoa seed extract. Gives the effect of natural-looking 
tan. Nourishes the face and masks imperfec�ons. Very 
finely micronized pigments provide for a comfortable and 
even applica�on. The formula contains  NANOCACAO
with a deeply relaxing effect, which, combined with 
pleasant chocolate fragrance, means using this powder 
becomes pure pleasure.

Creamy Chocolate
BRONZING POWDER

Banana - chocolate face powder with cocoa seed extract. 
Corrects and evens skin tone, giving it delicate, warm tones. 
Finely micronized pigments provide for uniform applica�on 
and long-las�ng effect. Gives the skin a velvety smoothness 
and a healthy radiant appearance. Contains  NANOCACAO
with a deeply relaxing effect, which, combined with 
pleasant chocolate fragrance, means using this powder 
becomes pure pleasure.

EAN  5901801633068

Banana Chocolate
POWDER

SKIN 23



COCOA 

seed extra
ct

Rice powder cons�tutes one of the secrets of beau�ful 
and forever young Asian women who appreciate its 
excellent proper�es. Transparent pressed powder with 
the addi�on of an intense tone of chocolate flavor gives 
pleasure not just to chocolate fans alone! Used as a make-
up fixer, it allows you to maintain the base, blush, or 
bronzer up to 16 hours, also ideal for oily and mixed skin, 
because it gives a ma�e-skin effect for a long �me. 
Transparent color of powder when applied on the face, 
becomes completely neutral because ideally "blends" 
with the skin complexion. Products dermatologically 
tested without parabens.

EAN  5901801621140

White Chocolate
RICE POWDER

EAN  5901801621157

Pressed milky chocolate bronzer in a lightweight handy 
pack of incredibly tasty chocolate fragrance, will cause you 
to readily reach for our product. Bronzing Powder with 
cocoa seeds extract, contains  with NANOCACAO
smoothing and moisturizing effect, thanks to which the skin 
looks healthy and radiant. Bronzer reduce appearance of 
pores and provide you a lot of sun-kissed all year round! 
Easily adapts to any skin complexion, providing an even and 
natural tan. Milky chocolate is well suited also for modeling 
and contouring of the facial features.

Milky Chocolate
BRONZER

New bronzer with cocoa seeds extract in a light cardboard 
package that will find a place in every woman's handbag. 
Ma�e bronzer of deep fantas�cally pigmented on dark 
chocolate. Provides an effect of a natural tan. Has a cool 
shade, for this is perfectly blends with most skin 
complexions. Works well in contouring as well as giving 
the skin a tanned radiance - certainly will find applica�on 
with each of us.

EAN  5901801621133

Dark Chocolate
BRONZER

SKIN 24



SKIN 25

EAN 5901801697374

Banana-chocolate loose face powder. 
Corrects and evens out skin tone. Finely 
micronized pigments guarantee even 
applica�on and long-las�ng effect. It gives 
the skin a velvety smoothness and a healthy, 
radiant look.

EAN 5901801697404

Se�ng rice face powder for all 
skin types. Provides a ma�e 
effect for several hours while 
simultaneously smoothing the 
face’s skin. Thanks to the 
formula’s well-micronized 
ingredients, the product does 
not emphasize pores or fine 
wrinkles;  this  ensures a 
smooth skin effect.

Face and body chocolate 
ma�e bronzing powder with 
cocoa seed extract.
Nourishes the face’s skin and 
masks imperfec�ons. Very 
finely micronized pigments 
guarantee a comfortable and 
even applica�on.

EAN 5901801697381.

EAN 5901801697398

Face and body chocolate 
ma�e bronzing powder with 
cocoa seed extract.
Provides  the effect  of 
a natural tan. Nourishes the 
face’s  sk in  and  masks 
imperfec�ons. Very finely 
m i c r o n i z e d  p i g m e n t s 
guarantee a comfortable 
and even applica�on.

Banana
LOOSE POWDER

White
LOOSE POWDER

Creamy
LOOSE POWDER

Toffee
LOOSE POWDER



SKIN 26

EAN 5901801697411

Bamboo ma�ng pressed face powder. It 
contains bamboo shoot extract, which is 
known for its strong sebum-absorbing 
proper�es. Provides a long-las�ng ma�e 
complexion without drying out the skin.

Vegan transparent ma�ng face powder. 
Op�cally reduces imperfec�ons and 
smoothens fine expression lines, while 
se�ng the make-up for a long �me.

EAN 5901801697442

EAN 5901801697435

Transparent, highly ma�fying mineral 
face  fixer.  Ded icated  to  o i l y o r 
combina�on skin. Provides a long-las�ng 
ma�e complexion without a drying-out 
effect and spreads easily on the skin. 
Mineral products should be applied in 
circular mo�ons with a brush.

Transparent ma�ng face powder with 
j o j o b a  o i l .  I t  o p � c a l l y  re d u c e s 
imperfec�ons and smoothens scratches, 
giving a SOFT FOCUS effect a�er the 
firs t  app l i ca�on .  Nour i shes  and 
beau�fies for several hours.

EAN 5901801697428

Bamboo
PRESSED POWDER

Vegan
PRESSED POWDER

Mineral
PRESSED POWDER

HD
PRESSED POWDER



EAN 5901801630357

Perfect make-up smoothing and finishing! A light as 
a mist transparent mineral powder with jojoba oil. 
Perfectly blends with your skin tone, subtly levelling 
it. Op�cally diminishes all imperfec�ons. Thanks to 
the So� Focus formula, your SELFIE will be perfect! 
The product has not tested on animals.

HD
LOOSE POWDER

Transparent, highly ma�e face powder. 
Ideal for oily or mixed skin type whose 
main problem is constant „glowing”!, Thanks 
to its mineral formula, it allows the skin to breathe, 
perfectly matching the complexion! Provides silky 
smoothness and SOFT FOCUS effect. TALC FREE 
formula. The product has not tested on animals.

EAN 5901801630340

Mineral
LOOSE POWDER

Transparent baking powder with a slightly yellow 
undertone. It contains collagen, which moisturises 
the skin and maintains its good condi�on. Loose 
formula and finely-micronised pigments ensure 
the smooth skin effect and do not emphasize facial 
lines.

EAN 5901801641124

Cooking Time
LOOSE POWDER

Transparent bamboo powder that guarantees an 
invisible ma� finish. Contains 35% bamboo shoot 
extract that strongly absorbs sebum, providing 
hours-long ma�e skin effect, in order that you may 
enjoy flawless makeup. Hides signs of fa�gue and 
any imperfec�ons, and you will be able to enjoy 
the perfect MAKE UP! The product has not tested 
on animals.

EAN 5901801630364

Bamboo
LOOSE POWDER

SKIN 27



EAN 5901801681021

Transparent face powder with
a  m i l d  p e a c h  c o l o u r  a n d 
fragrance. Contains ma�ng and 
fixing ingredients, as well as sea 
col lagen with moisturis ing 
proper�es.

Peach
SETTING POWDER

EAN 5901801671671

Transparent vegan face powder. 
Contains ma�ng and fixing 
ingredients.  Its  smoothing 
proper�es provide perfectly 
flawless look.

Vegan
LOOSE POWDER

SKIN 28

Light loose smoothing powder for underneath the eyes. Its light and 
transparent formula is perfect for se�ng the previously applied concealer and 
smoothing the delicate skin under the eye. Gives the effect of a gentle 
brightening.

EAN 5901801697138

Light loose correc�ng powder for underneath the eyes. Its transparent and 
light formula is perfect for se�ng the previously applied concealer under the 
eyes, while also gently brightening the area. 

EAN 5901801697183

Correcting

Smoothing 
UNDEREYE SETTING 
POWDER

UNDEREYE SETTING 
POWDER



6

4

5

1

2

3

5: 5901571049939 6: 5901571049946 7: 5905309907287

1: 5901571043494 2: 5901571043531 3: 5901571043852 4: 5901571049922 

Beauty Blusher mineral blush. Visibly improves skin tone and stays 
long without need to correct makeup. Contains nutrients and 
minerals that help improve the appearance and condi�on of the 
skin. Available in 7 colors, in order to be able to select suitable one 
for given skin complexion, including problema�c ones. Product 
ideal for modeling the shape of your face.

EAN

Natural Beauty
BLUSHER

SKIN 29

7
NEW



Oh Oh
BLUSHER

Bouncy 
Peach
HIGHLIGHTER

Unique face highlighter in stone. Formula composed in such a way as to give maximum splendor, without a trace of color.

Gives the skin a freshness, removes fa�gue, and enhances the cheekbones. 

Formula contains silk proteins that moisturize the skin. Highlighter available

in two colors: warm (gold) and cool (silver).

EAN 5901801607274 EAN 5901801607267

Highlighter with an 
innova�ve e las�c 
formula.  It  creates 
a  beau�fu l  sur face , 
giving the skin a healthy and 
fresh glow.

EAN 5901801692010

The cult shade of blusher with a creamy consistency. Gives the 
cheeks a unique peach-pink color, thanks to a shimmering, 
holographic, golden pearl.

EAN 5901801612117

Silver & Gold Highlighter

SKIN 30

NEW



EAN 5901801639770 EAN 5901801639831 EAN 5901801639817

Glow Better Gold Digger

Excep�onal face highlighters that guarantee durability and intense radiance. Available in different colour versions. 
Finely micronized par�cles give the effect of wet cheek. Highlighter for universal use. Perfect for strobing technique.

Highlighters

Pink Bite

EAN: GOLD: 5901801681007 SILVER: 5901801680994

Face highlighter with innova�ve bouncy formula. Forms a beau�ful mirror effect, giving the skin a 
healthy and fresh glow. Thanks to a unique composi�on, the product harmonises well with other 
make-up layers, leaving a gorgeous wet look.

SKIN 31

Bouncy Gold/Silver Highlighter



SKIN 32

Fluffy
 POWDER PUFF

EAN 5907439135806.

A puff for applying loose and pressed 
powder. It is great for the baking 
technique as well as for the classic 
applica�on of powder. It helps to 
distribute the product evenly without 
crea�ng a mask effect.

A face highlighter with a jelly formula and a warm shade. It creates a wonderful 
mirror effect a�er the first applica�on, giving the skin a healthy wet glow. The 
unusual jelly formula allows you to apply the product quickly and easily with a finger 
while increasing adhesion to the skin. The skin is not exposed to the drying feeling 
caused by dry powders obtained using tradi�onal technology.

EAN: Silver: 5907439136209 Gold: 5907439136216

Jelly Highlighter 
Silver & Gold

Light and long-las�ng blush in a liquid formula. It perfectly 
blends with the skin, without crea�ng gaps. It blends 
without any difficulty, giving each look subtle, girly charm 
and a silky finish on the cheeks. A natural finish is the key to 
the a�rac�ve daily and evening make-up. The product is 
available in two colours: energe�c pink and toned down 
pink with sparkles.

EAN 1: 5905309903586 2: 5905309903593 

Blossom Liquid Blush

Face primer with cucumber extract. A unique 
formula and op�mal consistency provides be�er 
adhesion of the make-up to the skin, allowing it to 
last longer in perfect condi�on.

EAN 5901801669951

Cucumber 
Serum 2 in 1



Highligh�ng face base with Hydromanil™ and red algae extract. Provides excellent 
prepara�on of the face for make-up applica�on while the added lightening 
micropar�cles leave the skin with a healthy natural glow.

EAN 5901801681014

Highlighting Base
HIGHLIGHTER

Ma�fying and smoothing make-up base. Prepares the skin for the applica�on of 
founda�on by reducing the excessive amount of sebum and smoothing the skin 
structure on individual parts of the face.

EAN 5901801697237

Magic Eraser 

MATTIFYING MAKEUP BASE

SKIN 33

Face and body highlighter in a liquid formula and with a shiny 
finish. It blends perfectly and works with other cosme�cs, without 
crea�ng gaps. Use it on main parts of the face alone or mix it with 
founda�on in order to achieve the effect of radiant skin.

EAN:  5905309903579
 

Glow Up Liquid 
Highlighter



A pale�e with 16 eyeshadows offering original colours and spectacular 
finishing. Use them to create exquisite and diverse make-ups and enjoy the 
unique formula during the applica�on.

EAN 5901801681427
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Cupcake
EYESHADOW PALETTE

A pale�e of carefully selected 12 eyeshadows with a formula that allows you to blend the product on the eyelid quickly and easily. How 
to make “smokey eyes”: 1. Choose a neutral colour to be a base shade. 2. Apply the darkest colours from the pale�e on the outer corner 
of the eye. 3. Use light, pearlescent shadows on the inner corner of the eye. 4. Apply the darkest colours under the waterline, crea�ng a 
thin line.

EAN 5907439136223

Sensual
MAKE UP KIT EYESHADOW PALETTE



The next edi�on of the classic Lovely pale�e. This �me in a li�le 
darker. 12 beau�fully matched colors - for every type of beauty. 
From light beige, though gold and browns,to classic black. The colors 
that will help create all sorts of make-up, inspire you to experiment 
and will become an indispensable part of your makeup.

EAN 5901801611141

Dark Nude
MAKE UP KIT EYESHADOW PALETTE

EYES 35

Rich pale�e of eye shadow in natural colors for making nude 
makeup. Shadows that are the perfect set for any woman who 
values natural and delicate makeup contained in the box. Your 
new looks will set you apart, and eye makeup will be durable and 
a�rac�ve for many hours.

EAN 5901571046549

Nude
MAKE UP KIT EYESHADOW PALETTE

Pale�e of twelve eye shadows in classic shades of nude, which allow 
for coming up with natural, day-�me makeup.

EAN 5901801604808

Classic Nude
MAKE UP KIT EYESHADOW PALETTE
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Black eyelash tu�s in two lengths. Direc�ons for use:
1.Select the appropriate length of the eyelashes for a sa�sfying look. 
2. Before applying the eyelashes, clean any makeup off of the eye; if you 
wear lenses, they must be removed. 

4. Holding the selected tu� with tweezers, dip the �p into the glue, and 
s�ck the tu� between your natural tu�s, placing it in the natural lash line. 
5. A�er s�cking on each tu�, wait a few seconds for the glue to dry. 

INCI: Acrylates/Ethylhexyl Acrylate Copolymer, Propylene Glycol, Phenoxyethanol, 
Ethylhexylglycerin, CI 77499.

EAN 5901801698753.

3. For a natural look, use two lengths of lashes, or trim to the length of your 
choice. 

6. Addi�onally, mascara can be applied to the stuck eyelashes to obtain a 
maximum volume effect. Tip: For best results, s�ck short tu�s on the inside 
of the eye and longer tu�s on the outside. The package contains 40 clumps 
in 2 different lengths, along with glue.

K*eyes
CLUMPS OF EYELASHES

Babydoll
FALSE EYELASHES

Sweetheart
FALSE EYELASHES

Glamorous
FALSE EYELASHES

Friday Night
FALSE EYELASHES

EAN : Friday Night: 5907439135875 Glamorous: 5907439135868 Sweetheart: 5907439135851 Babydoll: 5907439135813
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1.Select the appropriate length of the eyelashes for a sa�sfying look. 
2. Before applying the eyelashes, clean any makeup off of the eye; if you 
wear lenses, they must be removed. 
3. For a natural look, use two lengths of lashes, or trim to the length of your 
choice. 
4. Holding the selected tu� with tweezers, dip the �p into the glue, and 
s�ck the tu� between your natural tu�s, placing it in the natural lash line. 
5. A�er s�cking on each tu�, wait a few seconds for the glue to dry. 

Black eyelash tu�s in two lengths. Direc�ons for use:

EAN 5901801698753

6. Addi�onally, mascara can be applied to the stuck eyelashes to obtain a 
maximum volume effect. Tip: For best results, s�ck short tu�s on the inside 
of the eye and longer tu�s on the outside. The package contains 40 clumps 
in 2 different lengths, along with glue.

Synthe�c eyelash halves on a strip, which are long, so�, and pleasantly thick, give the eye depth and 
character. How to use: How to use: 1. Remove the eyelashes gently from the package, using tweezers or 
fingers, by grabbing the outer corner. Keeping your lashes centered, try them onto your eyelid. If you need to 
shorten the lashes to fit the eye, trim them on the side of the outer edge. 2. Apply a thin layer of glue to the 
upper edge of the lashes. Wait about 30 seconds un�l it thickens. 3. Gently place the false eyelashes as close 
to the root of the natural eyelashes as possible and lightly press the eyelashes against the eyelid. Note: 
eyelashes, although they appear similar, come in two shapes. You should choose the correct shape for the 
le� and right eye. The set contains glue.

EAN 5901801698760

K*eyes
CLUMPS OF EYELASHES

MaximEyes
HALF FALSE EYELASHES Sticky LASH GLUE

A colouring pink mascara. Enjoy the intense and vivid pink 
colour right a�er the first layer. A convenient and effec�ve 
wand allows you to cover each individual eyelash without 
the clumping effect. Enjoy the striking colour as pink 
becomes the new black.

EAN 5907439136070

Love COLORING MASCARA



EAN 5901801609803

Lash Extension - effect of extended, thicken eyelashes with an effect of curling. Ideally 
designed profiled brush li�s lashes, applicator �p designed in such a way as to reach to the 
smallest and most difficult-to-reach eyelashes in the corners of the eyes. Brush silicone 
hairs lengthen and thicken, perfectly combing the eyelashes. In its formula, the mascara 
contains individual fibers that become a�ached to the lashes building up and lengthening 
them.

Lash Extension

EAN 5901571043470

Lengthening and thickening mascara with a nutri�onal formula containing panthenol, silk, 
and collagen. Due to the high concentra�on of pigments eyelashes a�ain a deep, intensely 
black color. Mascara has caring and nourishing proper�es, strengthening and protec�ng 
the eyelashes.

Volume Booster

EYES 38

MASCARA

MASCARA

Jojoba
extract 

EAN 5901801622260

Unusual formula designed to increase the VOLUME of Your eyelashes! Specially profiled brush, curls 
and separates each eyelash, crea�ng a spectacular end effect. A formula eno.iched with jojoba 
extract, nourishes, strengthens and hydrates, keeping the eyelashes in good condi�on throughout 
the day without causing s�cking and smearing of the lashes.

Vampire Lashes MASCARA

EAN 5901801630036

A mascara that causes maximum elonga�on and thickening of the eyelashes. Contains natural rice wax. 
Increases volume resul�ng in an whole-day-long mul�-dimensional effect for your eyelashes. A formula 
that perfectly adheres to each eyelash without crushing!

Lashmania MASCARA



DEEP BLACKCO
LLA

G
EN

Deep black eyelash-thickening and lengthening mascara. Contains nourishing collagen 
which helps in reconstruc�on and regenera�on of the eyelashes. If your eyelashes are 
delicate, undernourished, weak, then it is worth to trying Collagen Wear ink. Excellent care 
and strengthening of the eyelashes. Brush perfect for giving the eyelashes effect of maximum 
length and volume.

EAN 5907439139545

Deep black eyelash-thickeningand lengthening mascara. Contains nourishing collagen which 
helps in reconstruc�on and regenera�on of the eyelashes. If your eyelashes are delicate, 
undernourished, weak, then it is worth to trying Collagen Wear ink. Excellent care and 
strengthening of the eyelashes. Brush perfect for giving the eyelashes effect of maximum length 
and volume.

EAN 5907439139545

Eye Catching 

A seduc�ve mascara with an unusual brush that was inspired by the female body shape. The 
formula contains a black pigment, adds volume, length and curl to eyelashes for a mul�-
dimensional effect. Product features: cruelty-free, a formula that enables to build volume, 
intensely black eyelashes, volume effect.

EAN 5901801641001

Best Ever
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EAN 5901571043838

False Lashes Mascara guarantees for a spectacular false 
eyelash effect. Thickens, lengthens, curls up, and li�s the 
eyelashes, giving the looks an even more seduc�ve 
character. Appropriately shaped brush provides for a 
theatrical eye frame.

False Lashes

MASCARA

MASCARA

Collagen Wear MASCARA

MASCARA



EAN 5901801637509

Blue mascara that curls and li�s eyelashes. With merely one 

stroke of the wand the delicate, creamy and elas�c formula visibly 

thickens, lengthens and coque�shly li�s the eyelashes, 

impar�ng a shade of blue. 

Ideally inked eyelashes and beau�ful 

looks, that is the aim of our daily 

makeup. With this mascara, without 

the use of an eyelash curler, you will 

create a compelling makeup every 

day. The eyelashes will be curled and 

raised. A special shaped silicone 

brush will allow you to precisely and 

accurately style and comb the 

eyelash.

EAN 5900950937072

The waterproof version of an excellent mascara - a favorite of many of us. 

Perfectly mascaraed eyelashes and a beau�ful look are the goals of our 

everyday makeup. Thanks to this mascara, you can prepare a cap�va�ng 

makeup every day without the use of an eyelash curler. The eyelashes 

will be curled and raised. A special, shaped silicone brush will allow you to 

precisely style the eyelashes and comb them thoroughly. 

EAN 5901801665236

Pump Up
WATERPROOF MASCARA

EAN 5901801658979

A unique variant of the cult classic 

Pump Up mascara with henna 

effect. The new version provides 

length, curling and rich colour. The 

product is especially recommended 

for fair lashes.

Pump Up 

HENNA MASCARA

EAN 5901801670469

Bold black mascara. Thanks to special pigments, UV light 

makes the gli�er with a whole different colour. The 

excellent formula and perfectly shaped brush are ideal for 

everyday use. Gorgeously long and defined lashes.

Mascara in deep black colour. 

Silicone brush perfectly separates 

and curls eyelashes. Thanks to it, 

eyelashes look longer and thicker. It 

guarantees the effect of a roman�c 

and lingering glance.

EAN 5901801640981

Pump Up
DEEP BLACK MASCARA
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Pump Up
BLUE MASCARA Pump Up

UV MASCARA

Pump Up
MASCARA



Eye Shadow - shadow in pencil. Long-las�ng eye shadow in pencil. Light, creamy formula for easy and 
precise applica�on. The color can be freely intensified, depending on the needs and mood.

INCI: Ricinus Communis Seed Oil, Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil, Ceresin, Caprylic / Capric Triglyceride, Cera Alba, Copernica 
Cerifera Cera, Lanolin, Candelilla Cera, Petrolatum, Ozokerite, Isopropyl Myristate, Talc, Hydrogenated Palm Kernel Glycerides, 
Hydrogenated Palm Glycerides, Paraffinum Liquidum, PVP / Hexadecene Copolymer, Tocopheryl Acetate, Propylparaben, BHT, 
[+/-]: Mica, CI 77499, CI 77492, CI 77491, CI 77288, CI 77891, CI 77007, CI 77510.

EAN 5901801602590.

Pump Up Deep Black
EYELINER

Pump Up Cobalt
EYELINER

Pump Up Waterproof
EYELINER

Ultrablack eyeliner with a precise brush. The excep�onally deep 
shade of black will highlight the eyelash line and the eye contour. It 
dries quickly and applies easily thanks to its special �p. 

EAN 5901801651772

EAN 5901801697114

Cobalt eyeliner with a precise brush. It dries quickly and is easy 
to apply, thanks to its special �p.

EAN 5901801697091

Waterproof eyeliner with a precise brush. It dries quickly and is 
easy to apply, thanks to its special �p.

Eye Shadow
PENCIL

EYES 41

* product available while stock last

precise 
brushPump Up

WHITE BASE

Pump Up
SENSITIVE



Easy to use mechanical eye pencil. Provides the effect of sublime and excep�onal gaze.

EAN 5901801681403

EAN 5901801671640

Waterproof eye pencil provides durable make-up las�ng for hours. Looks spectacularly when 
used separately and when combined with eye shadow.

EAN 5901801679974

Eye pencil with a creamy formula and perfectly neutral color. It emphasizes the look and 
gives it freshness and depth. Pleasant and comfortable to wear all day long.

EAN 1: 5901801681069 2: 5901801681076

Mechanical eye pencil with extended durability. Thanks to this product, your eye make-up is 
going to last for many hours.

1

2
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Automatic BLACK EYE PENCIL

Waterproof
EYE PENCIL

Sandy Nude EYE PENCIL

Long Lasting EYE PENCIL

Charming Eyes MASCARA

EAN  5905309901933

A mascara that provides a spectacular effect of a full range of eyelashes without lumps 
thanks to a precise brush that reaches the shortest eyelashes.

NEW



02

56

Eyeliner with a sharpener, of intense, deep shade. Effec�ve, so�, durable. Ensures precise makeup finish!

EAN 02: 5907439136339 56: 5907439136353

Flesh-colored eye pencil. The creamy texture provides for easy and delicate applica�on. Product dis�nguishing 
features include: effortless handling, high durability, and intensity of flesh-color. Pencil stays long on the eyelids, does 
not smudge.

EAN 5901801602576

Nude Eye PENCIL

Convenient and precise eyeliner accompanied by a comfortable sharpener. Elegantly emphasizes eye frame, while 
the elongated figure accompanied by a sharpener allows you to enjoy a longer use of the product. Pencil does not 
smear on the eyes.

brown: 5907439137152 black: 5907439137145 graphite: 5901801600831 blue: 5901801600824

EAN 

Cosmetic Liner EYE PENCIL

Eye Liner WITH SHARPENER

brownblackgraphiteblue

EYES 43

Classic 
Eyeshadow 

Base

Eye shadow base improving the intensity and durability of eye shadows. Thanks to 
be�er adhesion and corrects eyelid colour, eye make-up looks pris�ne for many 
hours. 

4AN 5901801671701
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Base for gli�er eyeshadows. It prevents eyeshadow 
fallout, deepens the colour and prolongs the 
durability of eyeshadows. Moreover, it makes 
applica�on of shadows on the eyelids easier and 
limits their accumula�on in the crease. It guarantees 
long-las�ng effect of your make-up.

EAN 5901801653417

Glitter Glue
BASE
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Fixing, colourless glue for eyebrow styling giving a ma�e effect. A las�ng formula 
makes prevents eyebrows from moving during the day. A convenient applicator 
makes it easy to put even amount of the product and to precisely brush each hair 
without unwanted crumbling or flaking of the product.

EAN: 5905309903555

Fixing, colourless glue for eyebrow styling giving eyebrows the wet look effect. 
A las�ng formula makes prevents eyebrows from moving during the day. A 
convenient applicator makes it easy to put even amount of the product and to 
precisely brush each hair without unwanted crumbling or flaking of the 
product.

EAN: 5905309903562

Glossy

Matte

Dreamy
Intensely sparkling, congealing eyeshadows. A special, light as a feather, non-s�cky, liquid formula 
allows for quick and even applica�on without the undesirable crus�ng effect, even with the use of 
your finger. The product is available in two shades with sparkles, silver and pink.

EAN: 1: 5905309903647 2: 5905309903654

Eyebrow Glue

Eyebrow Glue

Liquid Eyeshadow



Semi-translucent gel  for eyebrow 
shaping. Already a few strokes of the 
brush are enough to quickly shape or 
enhance the eyebrows. Thanks to its 
formula the gel can be distributed 
evenly without the brow hairs s�cking 
together - yet enhancing them. The 
applica�on of brow gel will give the 
brow hairs the desired colour as well as 
make them more manageable. Available 
in two colours: light brown and dark 
brown. 

EAN 
1: 5901801652250 2: 5901801652267

Transparent fixa�ve eyebrow gel. Perfect for dealing with untamed hairs, 
allowing you to model them however you like. 

EAN 5901801681052

Transparent
 BROW GEL
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1

perfectly matched

comb

1

2

perfectly matched

1: 5901801611127 2: 5901801611134

Eyebrow gel available in two colors: brighter for the blonde and for 
brune�es, darker. Perfectly matched applicator combs and gives 
color. Gel consistency fills even the sparse eyebrows and fits their 
shape for many hours.

EAN 2

Brows Gel Creator GELFix it Up BROWS GEL



Fast Dry EyelinerGlossy EyelinerEyeliner Matte

EAN: 5905309903968

Black ma�e eyeliner. Gives a completely ma�e finish on the 
eye, while the slightly mashed fits perfectly into smoky 
makeup. It is possible to draw a straight, perfectly ma�e line 
using the brush applicator. Eyeliner ma�e is very durable 
and efficient.

EAN: 5905309903951

Glossy eyeliner is giving a glossy eye makeup finish. 
Appropriately shaped brush for easy applica�on and 
precision in applying lines on the eyelid. Intense and glossy 
black color, combined with water effect, gives the eyelid an 
extravagant look.

Quick-drying black eyeliner for the busy. Ideal for 
beginners, beginning their makeup adventure. The 
tradi�onal applicator can be moved easily along the eyelid, 
crea�ng a perfect line. Quick-drying formula prevents 
smudging of the eyeliner, thanks to which the makeup is 
permanent. Liquid eyeliner in shades of deep black, with 
excellent durability and ease of applica�on.

EAN: 5905309903944

EYES 46



Ma� eyeliner available in 4 colors. Gives a completely ma�e finish 
on the eye, while the slightly mashed fits perfectly into smoky 
makeup. It is possible to draw a straight, perfectly ma�e line using 
the brush applicator. Eyeliner ma�e is very durable and efficient.

EAN 
brown: 5900950938260 black: 5907439136513
navy blue: 5900950938253 gray: 5900950938277

Matte
EYELINER
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Glossy eyeliner is giving a glossy 
eye makeup finish. Appropriately 
shaped brush for easy applica�on 
and precision in applying lines on 
the eyelid. Intense and glossy 
black color, combined with water 
effect,  g ives the eyel id an 
extravagant look.

EAN 5901571041155

Glossy
EYELINER

Quick-drying black eyeliner for the busy. 
Ideal for beginners, beginning their makeup 
adventure. The tradi�onal applicator can 
be moved easily along the eyelid, crea�ng a 
perfect line. Quick-drying formula 
prevents smudging of the eyeliner, thanks 
to which the makeup is permanent. Liquid 
eyeliner in shades of deep black, with 
exce l lent  durab i l i ty and  ease  of 
applica�on.

EAN 5901571045344

Fast Dry
EYELINER
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Ultra black, quick-drying eyeliner with 
the long las�ng formula. Its precise 
brush lets you adjust the thickness of 
line, enabling perfect eye make-up.

EAN 5901801641018

Beauty Liner
EYELINER



The 2 in 1 brow pencil. The universal product thanks to which our brows take shape and expressiveness. On 
one side there is a twist up pencil that allows you to draw the shape and make up the brows, on the other 
side we have an original brush that will comb and distribute the product. 

1: 5901801670377 2: 5901801670384

EAN 

Waterproof Brow

The double-sided brow makeup brush. On one side there is an oblique, extremely precise brush, with 
which we can perfectly draw the brows and apply the product. On the other side we have the brush 
that will perfectly comb, distribute the previously applied cosme�c and shape the brows. 

EAN 5901801656555

EAN 
1: 5901801652236
2: 5901801652243

The comprehensive makeup 
p ro d u c t :  a  p re c i s e  p e n c i l , 
mascara and brow powder in 
one. One product is enough to 
style them completely.  The 
precise pencil will allow you to 
draw fine hair, the powder will 
complete larger areas and the 
mascara will master the whole. 
Ava i l a b l e  i n  t wo  u n i ve rs a l 
colors. 

Brow Creator
3 IN 1 for brow stylization

brow powder
m

ascara

precise pe
ncil

comb
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Duo Brow BRUSH

PENCIL

2

1
A brow-filling marker with an innova�ve micro-comb that fills in the brows, 
increasing their volume and defining their shape. The WOW effect is guaranteed.

EAN 
1: 5901801643333 2: 5901801643340

1

2

Micro Comb Marker EYEBROW MASCARA

precise pencil



1

2

3

EAN  1: 5901801611165 2: 5901801611172 3: 5901801628811

Eyebrow-styling waterproof pencil. Thanks to which you shall give the eyebrows the right 
color and shape. Innova�ve flat end of the s�ck offers you the opportunity to model their 
shape in an ideal manner. Guaranteed durability, thanks to waterproof formula.

Brows Creator PENCIL

EAN 1: 5901801658870 2: 5901801658887 3: 5901801691785

High precision brow pencil with an applicator brush for applica�on of eyebrow makeup. The 
awesome formula of the pencil will ensure its excep�onal durability and the a�ached 
applicator brush ensures an even pigment distribu�on. The natural effect can be achieved by 
means of gradual applica�on and the fine �p of the pencil simplifies this task. Available in three 
colours: light brown, dark brown, cool brown.

Full Precision BROW PENCIL

1

2

3
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Eyebrow fixing and colouring gel. Thanks to the brush enabling moderate and 
precise applica�on of the product, achieving the desired eyebrow shape 
becomes incredibly easy. A slightly liquid formula provides so� and elas�c hold 
without the crusty effect or crumbling. Available in two shades of brown.

EAN: 1: 5905309903463, 2:  5905309903470 

Slay with Brows Styling Brow Gel



A colorless, intense sparkle top coat for use on lips�ck and lip glossy. 
Brings out the colors, making them more intense and extends the life of 
lips�cks and lip glosses.

EAN 5901571047508

Extra Lasting
WATERPROOF LIP GLOSS

EAN 

1: 5901571046587 2: 5901571046594 3: 5901571046600

4: 5901801621102 5: 5901801621119 6: 5901801621126 

16: 5901801649670 17: 5901801649687 18: 5901801649694

 19: 5901801649700

Filled to the brim with color, Extra Las�ng lip gloss will s�ck on the lips for hours. 

Complement makeup with trendy ma�e finish. Available colors: from light pink, 

appealing red, right up to pastel browns. Convenient sponge allows for precise 

applica�on, while modern long-las�ng formula guarantees make-up for hours.

Extra Lasting

LONG-LASTING LIPSTICK

1
2

3
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1

4
2*

53*
6

7
8

Lip liner in three classic shades. Ideal so�ness of the liner makes for precise contouring of the lips. With 
our pencil, you can create your own shape of the lips, giving them a visually bigger volume or even use it 
instead of lips�ck on the whole lips, in order to achieve long-term effect.

E A N  1 :  5901801606086 2 :  5901801606093  3 :  5901801606109 4 :  5901801671619 5 :  5901801671626 
6: 5901801671633 7: 5901801691792 8: 5901801691808 9: 5905309905801

* product available while stock last
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Perfect Line PENCIL

Nutri Care
LIP BALM

NEW
Nourishing lip balm with shea bu�er, vitamin E, and a 
cooling effect, available in three different versions. It 
cares for the skin, protects against dryness, and tempts 
with a divine, fresh scent. 

EAN 1 MINT: 5901801691976, 2 PEACH: 5901801691983, 
3 STRAWBERRY: 5901801691990.

INCI: 1: Hydrogenated Polyisobutene, Octyldodecanol, Hydrogenated 
Polydecene, Pentaerythrityl Tetrabehenate, Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, 
Euphorbia Cerifera Cera, Diisostearoyl Polyglyceryl-3 Dimer Dilinoleate, 
Butyrospermum Parkii Bu�er, Silica, Glyceryl Oleate, Cera Alba, Parfum, 
Oleyl Erucate, Tocopheryl Acetate, Glyceryl Stearate, Menthol, Calcium 
Sodium Borosilicate, Tin Oxide, Limonene, CI 77891. 2: Hydrogenated 
Poly isobutene,  Octy ldodecanol ,  Hydrogenated Polydecene, 
Pentaerythrityl Tetrabehenate, Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, Euphorbia 
Cerifera Cera, Parfum, Diisostearoyl Polyglyceryl-3 Dimer Dilinoleate, 
Butyrospermum Parkii Bu�er, Silica, Glyceryl Oleate, Cera Alba, Oleyl 
Erucate, Tocopheryl Acetate, Glyceryl Stearate, Mica, CI 77891, CI 
75470. 3: Hydrogenated Polyisobutene, Octyldodecanol, Hydrogenated 
Polydecene, Pentaerythrityl Tetrabehenate, Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, 
Euphorbia Cerifera Cera, Diisostearoyl Polyglyceryl-3 Dimer Dilinoleate, 
Butyrospermum Parkii Bu�er, Silica, Glyceryl Oleate, Cera Alba, Oleyl 
Erucate, Tocopheryl Acetate, Glyceryl Stearate, Parfum, Mica, Calcium 
Aluminum Borosilicate, Tin Oxide, Limonene, Linalool, CI 77891, CI 
75470.

Automa�c intensely pigmented eye pencils with an ultra-creamy formula, which are 
perfect for the delicate area around the eyes, available in 4 colours: warm brown, 
blue, light violet and dark violet. Apply directly to define the look or blend with a 
small brush for a more subtle effect.

EAN 1: 5901801606086 2: 5901801606093 3: 5901801606109 4: 5901801671619 5: 5901801671626 
6: 5901801671633 7: 5901801691792 8: 5901801691808

Creamy EYE PENCIL

White EYE PENCIL

An automa�c intensely pigmented white eye 
pencil with an ultra-creamy formula, which is 
perfect for the delicate area around the 
eyes. Apply directly to define the look or 
blend with a small brush for a more 
subtle effect.
.
EAN: 5901801695318

9
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Nutri Care
LIP BALM

Lip Pillow
SERUM

A nourishing lip serum. It contains almond oil, jojoba oil 
and vitamin E. It nourishes the delicate skin of the lips and 
protects them against drying poten�ally. Apply alone or as 
a base for your favourite lip product. Before applying the 
next layer of the product onto the lips, wait un�l the serum 
is absorbed. 

EAN: 1: 5905309900882 2: 5905309900899 3: 5905309900905

Full Lips
SERUM

A regenera�ng serum that makes your lips more plump. It 
contains vitamin E, castor and almond oils. It nourishes the 
lips and enhances their natural shape. Combine lip care 
with a pleasant enhancing effect. Available in three 
colours. Note: The product can cause a burning sensa�on. 

EAN: 1: 5907439136780 2: 5907439136797 3: 5907439136803

Nourishing lip balm with shea bu�er, vitamin E, and a cooling effect, available in three 
different versions. It cares for the skin, protects against dryness, and tempts with a 
divine, fresh scent. 

EAN 1 MINT: 5901801691976 2 PEACH: 5901801691983 3 STRAWBERRY: 5901801691990

1
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TOP COAT

2

LIPS 53

EAN: 1: 5901801692027  2: 5905309903661 3: 5905309907225 4: 5905309907232

A lip plumping top coat. Apply on its own or as a topper over a ma�e 
lips�ck. Make your lips firm and smooth as well as make them look 
fool with this Pout Lipgloss! NOTE: The product can cause a burning 
sensa�on. 

Pout!

43

LIPGLOSS 

Lip gloss with a semi-transparent formula that adds 
sweetness to the lips. Available in five shades.

 

EAN: 1: 5905309907331  2: 5905309907348  3: 5905309907355 
4: 5905309907362 5: 5905309907379

Sweet Lips
NEW

NEW NEW



Water-based lip gloss. It perfectly highlights the lips, while opalescent flecks contained in it visually enlarge them. Thick texture makes the lip gloss stays on the lips for a 
long �me, without rubbing off.

EAN

3: 5901801641681 5: 5901801641704 6: 5901801641711 7: 5901801665625 8: 5901801665687 9: 5901801686255 10: 5901801686262 11: 5901801691723 12: 5901801691730

H2O
LIP GLOSS

LIPS 54
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5

A completely new formula that guarantees a one-minute drying �me. A comfortable, wide, flat brush 
provides for express applica�on. Colors cons�tute deep, elegant shades, that cover just a�er the first 
layer. Excellent pigmenta�on ensures perfect color cover, without the effect of smudges. Fast drying 
ensures perfectly smooth coverage without scratching.

EAN 1: 5901801612124 2: 5901801612131 3: 5901801612148 4: 5901801612155 5: 5901801612162 6: 5901801612179 
7: 5901801693550 8: 5901801693567 9: 5901801693574 10: 5905309903478 11: 5905309903494 12: 5905309903500 
13: 5905309903517

EAN 1: 5901571044842 20: 5901571044828 23: 5901571044859 24: 5901571044866 

25:  5901571044835 34:  5901801606178  64:  5901571044958  73:  5901571044989 

301: 5901571044910 369: 5901571044934 466: 5901801609568 467: 5901801609575 

468: 5901801609582 471: 5905309903524 472: 5905309903531 

94: 5901571045023 98: 5901571045047 155:  5901571044880 204:  5901571045061 

Elegance, always on �me. Proven formula in new packaging. Even longer 
durability and shine. The Classic series contains polished tested by 
thousands of Polish women. Subdued and high-gloss classic colors. A 
properly selected brush perfectly spreads polish, thoroughly covering 
the plate with the help of a number of smooth sweeps. Polish available in 
highly-feminine colors, for every occasion!

468
20

1
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24

25

34

64

73*
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301*

369
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Fast Dry NAIL POLISH

7 84
9

10 11 12 13

471
472

* product available while stock last

Classic NAIL POLISH



Shinning polish with gel polish imita�ng formula. The formula radiates a deep color, giving 
manicures an extraordinary intensity. The collec�on includes the biggest color hits of the 
season – juicy shades of summer and spring in a stylish bo�le.

EAN 
101: 5901571045092 435: 5901801606192 151: 5901571045870 237: 5901571047300 235: 5901571047294 
172: 5901571045191 436: 5901801606208 434: 5901801606185 442: 5901801636960 443: 5905309900851 
444: 5905309900868

172

435*

128
151

235
434*

436

NAILS 56

* product available while stock last

237*

101

444

442

443

EAN: 1: 5905309903395  2: 5905309903401

Top coat for nails imita�ng foil petals. To apply on nail polish or alone. 
Available in two classic colours: golden and holographic. Asymmetrical 
shapes of the petals make any manicure more dis�nc�ve. Apply it on 
each nail or on the chosen ones in order to make them more diverse. The 
choice is yours!

3

EAN 4: 5901571044187 5: 5901571044194 
6:5901571045917 8: 5901571045559

There is no nude! Nude polish are specially 
selected fleshy-tones colors. Manicure 
prepared from this polish perfectly fits daily 
as well as evening styling, where your gently 
accentuated beauty is the main a�rac�on. 
The polish is developed on a base of high 
durability and gloss.

4

5

6
8

* product available while stock last

Nude NAIL POLISH

Gloss Like Gel NAIL POLISH

Flakes Top Coat



Ma�e topcoat is an ideal solu�on for people who 
want to enjoy ma�e gloss of their favorite polish of 
any color. Polish extends the life of your manicure 
covering it with a dull haze. Apply colorless ma�e 
top coat on dried layer of colored polish, that 
immediately gives it a ma�e finish.

EAN 5901571047058

Holographic top coat for use on nail polish. Gives effec�ve, holographic 
glow to any of your polish. Provides long-las�ng effect, prolonging the life 
of a manicure.

EAN 5901801693543

Matte TOP COAT

EAN 5901801617297

Clear top coat for latest-genera�on 
nail. Provides the perfect glow and 
perfect durability. Covers colorless 
layer of manicure, highligh�ng 
polish color and giving it a unique 
3D effect. Thanks to it, the color of 
each manicure becomes deep and 
intense, and its durability unlimited. 
Also protects polish layer against 
mechanical damage and allows one 
to enjoy a great 3D effect for up to 
7 days.

EAN 5901801617280

Holographic top coat for use on nail 
polish. Gives effec�ve, holographic glow 
to any of your polish. Provides long-
las�ng effect, prolonging the life of a 
manicure.

Top Coat Holo  

TOPCOAT

EAN 5901801617112

Top Coat 3 in 1: hardens, polishes, 
reduces polish drying �me.

3 in 1 Top Coat
NAIL POLISH

5901801609872EAN 

A top coat thanks to which you can swap your 
favorite nail polish for textured, sand polish. 
Creates a rough surface, changing the character 
of ordinary polish.

EAN 5901801638773

4 in 1 nail top coat: hardens your nails, makes 
them glossy, regenerates them and protects the 
nail plate. Forms a thick, intensively shiny 
protec�ve layer. Guarantees durability of up to 10 
days! 

* product available while stock last

NAILS 57

3D Gel Shine TOP COATSugar Top Coat NAIL POLISH

4 in 1  TOPCOAT

Top Coat Holo  



A condi�oner for weak and spli�ng nails, 
rich in colloidal gold, hardening agent, 
hexanal and kera�n-like pep�des. Omega 
source 3, 6, 9. The product intensively 
regenerates, creates a “shield” that protects 
against water penetra�on. Contains a UV 
filter meant to prevent discolora�on and 
yellowing of the nails.

EAN: 5901801686743

A condi�oner intended for fragile, bri�le, 
and suscep�ble-to-breaking nails, for 
people prone to allergies. Thanks to a 
specially designed formula, it strongly 
hardens nails, improves their overall 
condi�on, and prevents their spli�ng and 
breaking.

EAN: 5901801686514

3 in 1 nail hardener. Intensively regenerates 
and rebuilds nail plates destroyed by hybrid 
manicure. Perfect as a manicure base or 
hardener applied directly over nail polish. It 
can be used as a nourishing treatment. 
Contains AHA and PHA acids.

EAN: 5901801686521

Gold Shield
NAIL CONDITIONER

Hard my Nails
NAIL CONDITIONER

Recover my Nails
NAIL CONDITIONER

NAILS 58

Applica�on: Independent use: apply the 
product on a clean nail plate and on cu�cles, 
rub it in to speed up its absorp�on. Use it a 
few �mes a week. Applica�on under nail 
polish: apply the product on a clean nail 
plate and cu�cles, carefully rinse with water 
a�er 2 minutes from applica�on and then 
apply your favourite nail polish.

EAN: 5905309903548

Nourishing nail oil with apricot kernel oil. 
Intended for independent use and under nail 
polish. It revitalises and gives the hydra�on 
effect to nails and cu�cles. In order to get 
the best results of the treatment, apply it 
regularly.

Nourish My Nails
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